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Constructive effects of noise in homoclinic chaotic systems
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Many chaotic oscillators have coherent phase dynamics but strong fluctuations in the amplitudes. At vari-
ance with such a behavior, homoclinic chaos is characterized by quite regular spikes but strong fluctuation in
their time intervals due to the chaotic recurrence to a saddle point. We study influences of noise on homoclinic
chaos. We demonstrate both numerically and experimentally on a CO2 laser various constructive effects of
noise, including coherence resonance, noise-induced synchronization in uncoupled systems and noise-
enhanced phase synchronization, deterministic resonance with respect to signal frequency, and stochastic
resonance versus noise intensity in response to weak signals. The peculiar sensitivity of the system along the
weak unstable manifold of the saddle point underlines the unified mechanism of these nontrivial and construc-
tive noise-induced phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant response of a nonlinear system to a weak d
ing signal has been investigated in various contexts. I
self-sustained periodic oscillator, the system adjusts its t
scale, achieving frequency and phase locking to the driv
signal. This phenomenon of deterministic resonance, cha
terized by an Arnold tongue synchronization region in t
parameter space of the amplitude and frequency of the d
ing signal, is of fundamental importance for applications
various fields@1#. Recently, the study of phase synchroniz
tion ~PS! has been extended to chaotic oscillators@2–6# and
found in chemical@7#, laser@8#, and other@9# experimental
systems. For example, in the chaotic and phase-cohe
Rössler oscillator, a phase variable can be defined, whic
associated with the time scales of the oscillations, e.g.,
return timeT between two successive crossings of a Poinc´
section @4#. This system displays very coherent phase
namics due to a small fluctuation ofT, although the ampli-
tudes fluctuate strongly. As a result, PS occurs when the
otic oscillator is periodically driven by a weak extern
signal @2,4# or when two nonidentical oscillators are weak
coupled@3#, while the amplitudes remain chaotic and oft
uncorrelated. This property of coherent phase dynamics
in parallel strong chaotic fluctuation of amplitudes is qu
general in chaotic oscillations, resulting from a perio
doubling bifurcation@10#, and PS occurs similar to couple
periodic oscillators. With strong enough coupling, both t
phase and amplitude may become synchronized and we
serve almost complete synchronization@11#.

Noise may influence synchronization in different way
Usually, it has a degrading effect, as especially induc
phase slips and smearing out the border of the synchron
tion region that shrinks for increasing noise intensity@12#.
Similarly, noise induces phase slips of locked chaotic os
lators @13#. In complete synchronization of coupled chao
systems, very small noise may result in a large intermitt
loss of synchronization due to transversely unstable invar
sets in the synchronization manifold@14#.
1063-651X/2003/67~6!/066220~9!/$20.00 67 0662
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On the other hand, noise may play constructive effects
nonlinear systems through stochastic resonance~SR! @15# or
coherence resonance~CR! @16#. A bistable or excitable sys
tem can generate a coherent response to a subthreshol
ternal stimulus in the presence of a suitable amount of no
The coherence is maximal at a certain optimal noise int
sity. Stochastic resonance has also been studied from
viewpoint of noise-enhanced synchronization of the swit
ing events to the external signal, because noise controls
average switching rate of the system and the respons
optimal when it is close to that of the external signal@17–
19#. This resonance behavior, however, is not the same
deterministic resonance in coupled self-sustained oscillat
while the synchronization exhibits a resonancelike behav
with a change of the noise intensity at a fixed driving fr
quency, it does not display resonancelike behavior as a fu
tion of the driving frequency@19#. When the driving signal
fluctuations are much slower than all system time scales,
signal-to-noise ratio is independent of signal frequenc
while it shows a sensitivity to higher signal frequencies
excitable systems@20,21#. With CR pure noise alone ca
generate the most coherent motion without an external
nal, as observed in excitable systems@16#. Internal noise due
to ion channel activity can generate SR and CR in the c
lective behavior of channel ensembles@22#. In coupled ex-
citable elements, noise or parameter disorder can enh
CR through phase synchronization of the spiking seque
of the elements@23#. In phase-coherent chaotic oscillator
noise may also play a constructive role to enhance PS in
weak coupling regime@24#.

Two identical systems, which are not coupled but su
jected to a common noise, may synchronize, as has b
reported both in periodic@25# and in chaotic@26# cases. For
noise-induced synchronization~NIS! to occur, the largest
Lyapunov exponent~LLE! (l1.0 in chaotic systems! has
become negative@26#. However, whether and how noise ca
induce synchronization of chaotic systems has been a su
of intense controversy@27–31#. The debate mainly focuse
on the effect of the mean value of noise@30,31#. It has been
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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shown that a nonzero mean~biased! noise plays a decisive
role by shifting the dynamics toward a stable regime@30,31#.
However, the general conclusion@31# that an unbiased nois
cannot lead to synchronization has been disproved by re
examples@32#. We have recently clarified this long-standin
controversy by showing that the key mechanism of NIS
the existence in phase space of a largecontraction region,
where nearby trajectories converge to each other@33#. Noise
changes the competition between contraction and expan
and synchronization (l1,0) occurs if contraction become
dominant. However, in the systems of Refs.@32,33#, the dy-
namical structure has been significantly deformed when
occurs at large enough noise intensity. So far, it is not kno
in what types of systems a significant contraction region
exist and NIS occurs, while the basic dynamical structure
mainly preserved in the presence of noise.

Common noise is of great relevance in several disciplin
especially in neuroscience. Neurons connected to ano
group of neurons receive a common input signal, which
ten approaches a Gaussian distribution as a result of inte
tion of many independent synaptic currents. A common
ternal noise can generate stochastic phase synchronizati
bursts induced by internal noise in noncoupled sensory n
rons@34#. Experiments on rat neocortical neurons have de
onstrated a remarkable reliability of spike timing in respon
to a fluctuating stimulus@35#. When the input is a constan
current, a neuron generates independent spike trains in
peated experiments, and desynchronization of correspon
spikes increases over the course of the stimulus. Remark
when a strong enough Gaussian noise is input in additio
the constant current, the neuron generates repetitive s
trains in repeated experiments with the same fluctua
stimulus. The dynamical mechanism underlying such a
sponse of neurons, however, has not been fully underst
One possible explanation is based on ion channel noise@36#.
Recently, numerical simulations with a stochastic Hodgk
Huxley ~HH! model have shown that ion channel noise m
be significant for the reliability and precision of spike timin
especially when the number of ion channels that are o
near the threshold for spike firing is small, while a determ
istic HH model generates regular~periodic! and jitter spike
trains in response to the constant and fluctuating input,
spectively@37#. Spiking behavior of a single neuron may b
described already rather accurately by a deterministic mo
because of the large number of excitable ion channels@38#.
From the viewpoint of deterministic dynamics, the high
unreliable spiking trains in response to a constant cur
may be attributed to chaotic firing starting from nearby init
conditions~quiescent states!, and reliable response to fluctu
ating current may be regarded as NIS of neurons. Clea
studying NIS of chaotic dynamical systems, especially
those displaying spiking behavior similar to the unreliab
spiking of neurons in response to constant current, may b
relevance to this important problem of information encod
by spike timing in neuroscience.

Synchronization due to a random forcing is also of gr
relevance in ecology. Two separated populations may
come correlated when exposed to similar environmental fl
tuations, known as the Moran effect@39#. Observations have
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shown a synchronous fluctuation of populations over la
geographical regions@40,41#. However, the Moran effect is
only well understood in linear and simple systems, but no
nonlinear ones@42#, especially, it was pointed out that fo
chaotic models, the Moran effect alone cannot synchron
populations @43#. It is thus important to investigate th
mechanism beyond noise-induced synchronization.

Homoclinic chaos@44# represents a class of self-sustain
chaotic oscillations that exhibit quite different behavior
compared to phase coherent chaotic oscillations. Typica
these chaotic oscillators possess the structure of a sa
point Sembedded in the chaotic attractor. The chaotic traj
tories starting from a neighborhood ofS leaveSslowly along
the unstable manifold and have a fast and close recurrenc
S along the stable manifold after a large excursion~spike!.
Thus a significant contraction region exists close to the sta
manifold. The dynamics is characterized by a sequence
spikes with widely fluctuating time intervalsT. Such a struc-
ture underlies spiking behavior in many neuron@38,45#,
chemical @46#, laser @47#, and El Niño @48# systems. It is
important to note that this dynamics is highly nonuniform,
the sense that the sensitivity to small perturbations is h
only in the vicinity of S along the unstable directions. A
weak noise thus may influenceT significantly.

In this paper we study noise effects on homoclinic cha
We find that weak noise can enhance the coherence of
spike train. As a result, the LLE becomes negative an
weak common noise can induce complete synchronizatio
identical uncoupled systems. These noise-induced cha
also enhance strongly the response of the system to a w
signal. The noisy systems display resonances with respe
both the noise intensity and the signal frequency. A br
account of the results on noise-enhanced phase synchro
tion has been published in a recent Rapid Communica
@49#.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the experimental laser system and the model equations
Sec. III we discuss the dynamical features of the system
noise-induced changes in time scale, and demonstrate co
ence resonance. Noise-induced complete synchronizatio
two lasers is presented in Sec. IV. Section V considers no
enhanced phase synchronization to a weak signal, and
VI demonstrates stochastic resonance. Finally, the results
summarized in Sec. VII.

II. THE SYSTEM

We demonstrate these nontrivial effects of noise in
single mode CO2 laser, both experimentally and numericall
The experimental setup consists of a CO2 laser with an in-
tracavity loss modulator, driven by a feedback signal, wh
is proportional to the laser output intensity. The system
operating in a homoclinic chaos regime where the laser o
put consists of a chaotic sequence of spikes@47,50#. To in-
vestigate the role of external noise, a Gaussian noise gen
tor is inserted into the feedback loop. The noise genera
has a high frequency cutoff at 50 kHz, but for all purpose
can be regarded as a white noise source.

We carry out numerical simulations on the model@50#
0-2
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ẋ15k0x1~x2212k1sin2x6!, ~1!

ẋ252g1x222k0x1x21gx31x41p0 , ~2!

ẋ352g1x31gx21x51p0 , ~3!

ẋ452g2x41zx21gx51zp0 , ~4!

ẋ552g2x51zx31gx41zp0 , ~5!

ẋ652bS x62b01
rx1

11ax1
D1Dj~ t !. ~6!

Here,x1 represents the laser output intensity,x2 the popula-
tion inversion between the two resonant levels,x6 the feed-
back voltage signal that controls the cavity losses, wh
x3 , x4, andx5 account for molecular exchanges between
two levels resonant with the radiation field and the oth
rotational levels of the same vibrational band. Furthermo
k0 is the unperturbed cavity loss parameter,k1 determines
the modulation strength,g is a coupling constant,g1 ,g2 are
population relaxation rates,p0 is the pump parameter,z ac-
counts for the number of rotational levels, andb,r ,a are,
respectively, the bandwidth, the amplification, and the sa
ration factors of the feedback loop. With the following p
rameters k0528.5714, k154.5556, g1510.0643, g2
51.0643, g50.05, p050.016, z510, b50.4286, a
532.8767,r 5160, andb050.1031, the model reproduce
very well the regime of homoclinic chaos observed expe
mentally. The previous study@50# did not take into accoun
small intrinsic noise present in the experimental system.
have measured the noise in the feedback variable (x6) in the
case when the laser is turned off. This enables us to estim
an intrinsic noise rms amplitudeD'7 mV, which is about
0.14% of the feedback signalx6 in the experimental system
In the model,D50.0005 is equivalent to the intrinsic nois
amplitude inx6.

The model is integrated by using a Heun algorithm@51#
with a small time stepDt5531025 ms ~note that typical
T;0.5 ms).

III. NOISE-INDUCED CHANGES IN TIME SCALE
AND COHERENCE RESONANCE „CR…

Without added noise, the laser output displays la
spikes, followed by a fast damped train of a few oscillatio
towards the saddle pointS and a successive longer train
growing oscillations spiraling out fromS @Fig. 1~a!#. The
damped oscillation manifests a strong contraction along
stable manifold in the phase space, while the growing
manifests weak expansion along the unstable manifold@Fig.
1~b!#, which can be described approximately as

X~ t !;X0exp@lu~ t2t0!#cosv~ t2t0!, ~7!

wherelu6 iv are the eigenvalues of the unstable manifo
of SandX0 is the distance fromSat any reinjection timet0.
Thus, the smallerX0 is, the longer is the time taken to spir
06622
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out. The model displays a broad range of time scales. Th
are many peaks in the distributionP(T) of T, as shown in
Fig. 2~a!. In the presence of noise, the trajectory on avera
cannot come closer toS than the noise level and perform
those oscillations very close toS. With a largerX0, the sys-
tem spends a shorter time following the guidance of the
stable manifold.

A small noise (D50.0005) changes significantly the tim
scales of the model.P(T) is now characterized by a dom
nant peak followed by a few exponentially decaying on
@Fig. 2~b!#. This distribution ofT is typical for smallD in the
range D50.00005–0.002. The experimental system w
only intrinsic noise~equivalent toD50.0005 in the model!
has a very similar distributionP(T) ~not shown!. At the
larger noise intensityD50.01, the fine structure of the peak
is smeared out andP(T) becomes a unimodal peak in
smaller range@Fig. 2~c!#. Note that the mean valueT0(D)
5^T& t ~Fig. 2, vertical dotted lines! decreases withD. When
the noise is rather large, it affects the dynamics not o
close toS but also during the spiking, so that the spike s
quence becomes fairly noisy. We observe the most cohe
spike sequences at a certain intermediate noise intensit
seen in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, showing the laser output of th

FIG. 1. ~a! Laser output intensityx1 of the noise-free model.~b!
Orbits in the 3D phase space (x1 ,x2 ,x6).

FIG. 2. Noise-induced changes in time scales.~a! D50, ~b! D
50.0005, and~c! D50.01. The dotted lines show the mean inte
spike intervalT0(D), which decreases with increasingD.
0-3
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ZHOU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 066220 ~2003!
model and the experimental systems, respectively. The
tem takes a much shorter time to escape fromSafter the fast
reinjection, and the main structure of the spike is preserv
We quantify the coherence byR @16#,

R5T0~D !/sT , ~8!

where sT is the standard deviation ofP(T). When D in-
creases,R reaches a maximal value and decreases a
@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. Hence it exhibits CR@16#, both in the
model and the experimental systems.

The mechanism of CR in homoclinic chaotic systems
quite different from that in excitable systems@16#. Excitable
systems are stable at a fixed point, and noise can kick
system over a threshold to generate a spike, which ret
back to the fixed point after a refractory period. CR is
result of the competition between the noise-controlled esc
ing time over the threshold and the refractory period, wh
is affected only when noise becomes rather strong.
moclinic chaotic systems are already in an oscillatory reg
and the spike sequence is generated by a chaotic recurr

FIG. 3. Time series of output intensities~arbitrary units! of two
lasersx1 ~solid lines! and y1 ~dotted lines! with a common noise.
Left panel ~a!,~c!,~e!: model systems including independent noi
~amplitudeD150.0005; intrinsic noise level!. Right panel~b!,~d!,
~f!: experimental system.

FIG. 4. Coherence resonance~CR! in model~a! and experimen-
tal ~b! systems.
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to the saddleS. CR occurs as a consequence of a small no
that changes the time spent in the neighborhood ofS along
the weak unstable manifold. The coherence is lost wh
strong noise also affects the dynamics during the reinjec
along the stable manifold. A property common to homoclin
chaos and excitable systems is the separation of time sc
so that the fast motion is hardly influenced by weak noi
Note that this mechanism is also different from nois
induced coherent jumping among coexisting attractors@52#.

IV. NOISE-INDUCED COMPLETE SYNCHRONIZATION
„NIS…

Since noise reduces the time spent by the system foll
ing the guidance of the unstable manifold, the degree of
pansion is reduced. This changes the competition betw
contraction and expansion, and contraction may beco
dominant at large enoughD. To measure these changes, w
calculate the LLEl1 in the model as a function of the nois
intensityD @Fig. 5~a!, dotted line#. l1 undergoes a transition
from a positive to a negative value atDc'0.0031. Beyond
Dc , two identical laser modelsx andy with different initial
conditions but the same noisy drivingDj(t) achieve com-
plete synchronization after a transient, as shown by the v
ishing normalized synchronization errorE5^ux12y1u&/^ux1
2^x1&u& @Fig. 5~a!, solid line#. At larger noise intensities
expansion becomes again significant, and the LLE increa
and synchronization is lost whenl1 becomes positive for
D.0.052. Notice that even whenl1,0, the trajectories still
have access to the expansion region where small dista
between them grow temporally. As a result, when the s
tems are subjected to additional perturbations, synchron
tion is lost intermittently, especially forD close to the critical
values. Actually, in the experimental laser system, there
ways exists a small intrinsic noise source. To take into
count this intrinsic noise in real systems, we introduce in
the equationsx6 an equivalent amount of independent noi
~with amplitudeD150.0005) in addition to the common on
Dj(t). By comparison, it is evident that the sharp transiti
to a synchronized regime in fully identical model system
@Fig. 5~a!, solid line# is smeared out@Fig. 5~a!, closed
circles#. The parameter mismatch has similar desynchron

FIG. 5. Noise-induced synchronization~NIS! in model ~a! and
experimental~b! systems.~a! Dotted line: the LLEl1. Solid line:
normalized synchronization errorE between two fully identical la-
ser modelsx and y. Closed circles:E between two lasers with a
small independent noise~intensity D150.0005). Open squares:E
between two nonidentical lasers withb050.1031 andb050.1032
vs amplitudeD of the common noise.
0-4
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ing effects, as shown byE between two lasers in the ho
moclinic regime, withb050.1031 andb050.1032, but the
same random forcing@Fig. 5~a!, open squares#. In our experi-
mental study of NIS, for each noise intensityD we repeat the
experiment twice with the same external noise. As consis
with numerical results with small independent noise,E does
not reach zero due to the intrinsic noise, and it increa
slightly at largeD @Fig. 5~b!#.

It is important to emphasize that NIS and CR are obtain
for rather small noise. In particular, the onset of NIS occ
at an experimental added noise (D'20 mV) of about 0.42%
of the feedback signalx6, whereas the maximal coherence
obtained for a noise (D'66 mV) of about 1.3% of the feed
back signal. This tiny amount of noise only affects the s
tem’s behavior close to the saddleS, while it does not change
the main geometrical feature of the spike. This feature is a
similar to neuron spiking in the presence of a fluctuat
signal where the shape of the spikes is preserved, while
interspike intervals are altered. This is important for biolo
cal information processing.

A more descriptive view of NIS and CR is shown in Fi
3 by some portions of the numerical~a!, ~c!, ~e! and experi-
mental~b!, ~d!, ~f! laser intensity data for three noise inte
sities. Precisely, Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are obtained without a
common noise, Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! for the noise valueDmax
at which the coherence factorR is maximal, and Figs. 3~e!
and 3~f! are obtained for a noise intensityD'2Dmax. In the
absence of a common noise, the two signals are unsync
nized, the spike intervalsT are large on average and fluctua
strongly. ForD'Dmax, both experimental and numerica
results demonstrate the existence of almost complete
chronization induced by the external noise, and in para
the spike sequences are most coherent with a smaller ave
T, because the escaping time from the vicinity of the sad
S has been reduced; yet, the main geometry of the spike
preserved. Finally, at a larger noise, synchronization is in
mingled with short epochs of desynchronization. All featu
of NIS and CR in the model and in the experimental syst
are in good agreement.

Our results again disprove previous claims that NIS c
be achieved only by noise with a nonzero mean va
@30,31#, and verify that a significant contraction region pla
the decisive role@33#.

It is important to stress that a significant contraction
gion exists generically in homoclinic chaotic systems due
the strong stable manifold of the saddleS, so that we can
expect NIS to occur at rather small noise intensities. In fa
we have also demonstrated NIS and CR in other homocl
chaotic models, such as a chaotic HH model of therma
sensitive neurons. This model mimics various types of sp
train patterns in electroreceptors from dogfish and catfi
and from facial cold receptors and hypothalamic neurons
the rat @53#, and it has been demonstrated to display h
moclinic bifurcation when the control parameter, the te
perature, is varied@45#. Our simulations with this model als
find NIS at rather small noise intensity and maximal coh
ence at a stronger intensity in a wide parameter range@54#.
There NIS and CR have been examined in the collec
response in ensembles of uncoupled or weakly coupled
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erogeneous neurons to a common fluctuating signal, in
context of spiking reliability and variability in neurobiology

V. NOISE-ENHANCED PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION
AND DETERMINISTIC RESONANCE

Now we study how the noise-induced changes in the ti
scale affect the response of the system to a weak exte
driving signal. In the model and the experimental system
the pump parameterp0 is now modulated as

p~ t !5p0@11A sin~2p f et !#, ~9!

by a periodic signal with a small amplitudeA and a fre-
quencyf e .

Phase synchronization of the laser to the signal has b
studied recently@55#. Here, we focus on the constructiv
effects of noise on phase synchronization. To examine ph
synchronization due to the driving signal, we compute
phase differenceu(t)5f(t)22p f et. Here, the phasef(t)
of the laser spike sequence is defined as@4#

f~ t !52pS k1
t2tk

tk112tk
D ~tk<t,tk11!, ~10!

wheretk is the spiking time of thekth spike, i.e., the spikes
are used as marker events.

As a result of noise-induced changes in the time sca
the model displays quite different responses to a weak sig
(A50.01) with a frequencyf e5 f 0(D)51/T0(D) @T0(D)
5^T& t at A50], i.e., equal to the mean spiking rate of th
unforced model. AtD50, P(T) of the forced model still has
many peaks@Fig. 6~a!#. Phase slips occur frequently and th
phase of the laser model is not locked by the external forc
~Fig. 7!; while atD50.0005,T is sharply distributed around
the signal periodTe5T0(D) @Fig. 6~b!# and phase slips oc
cur very rarely, i.e., phase locking becomes almost perf
At a larger intensityD50.01, P(T) becomes lower and
broader again@Fig. 6~c!# and several randomlike phase slip
occur.

We have investigated systematically the response sens
ity of the laser model by analyzing the synchronization
gion ~1:1 response! in the parameter space of the drivin
amplitude A and the relative initial frequency differenc
Dv5@ f e2 f 0(D)#/ f 0(D), where the average frequenc

FIG. 6. Response of the laser model to a weak periodic sig
@Eq. ~9!, A50.01] at various noise amplitudes.~a! D50, ~b! D
50.0005, and~c! D50.01. The signal periodTe in ~a!, ~b!, and~c!
corresponds to the mean interspike intervalT0(D) of the unforced
model (A50), respectively~dotted lines in Fig. 2!.
0-5
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ZHOU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 066220 ~2003!
f 0(D) of the unforced laser model is an increasing funct
of D. The actual relative frequency difference in the prese
of the signal is calculated asDV5( f 2 f e)/ f 0(D), where f
51/̂ T& t is the average spiking frequency of the forced la
model. The synchronization behavior of the noise-free mo
is quite complicated and unusual@Fig. 8~a!#. At weak ampli-
tude ~aboutA,0.012), there does not exist a tonguelike
gion similar to the Arnold tongue in periodically driven p
riodic oscillators or phase coherent chaotic ones; for a fi
A, DV is not a monotonous function ofDv and vanishes
only at some specific signal frequencies; at stronger driv
amplitudes~aboutA.0.012), the system becomes period
at a large frequency range. The addition of a small no
D50.0005, drastically changes the response. Now, a ton
like region @Fig. 8~b!#, where effective frequency locking
(uDVu<0.003) occurs, can be observed similar to that
usual noisy phase coherent oscillators. Synchronizatio
enhanced further atD50.001. At a stronger noise intensit
D50.005, noise dominates over the weak signal in the
cinity of the saddleS, and the synchronization regio
shrinks, although the coherenceR of the unforced system
increases up toD'0.013@Fig. 3~a!#.

This very complicated and unusual response to a w
driving signal in the noise-free model, however, has not b
observed in the experimental system@55#. This is due to the
intrinsic noise whose amplitude is equivalent toD50.0005
in the model. Very interestingly, synchronization in the e
periment can also be enhanced further by adding exte
noise, especially forDv.0. However, an external noise to
strong degrades synchronization again@Fig. 9~b!#. A com-
parison of numerical and experimental results for a sim
noise range shows a good qualitative agreement~Fig. 9!.

FIG. 7. Phase synchronization of the laser model to a w
driving signal at various noise intensitiesD.

FIG. 8. Synchronization region of the laser model at vario
noise intensities. A dot is plotted whenuDVu<0.003.~a! D50, ~b!
D50.0005, and~c! D50.005.
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Thus, noise can play a constructive role to enhance
quency locking and PS of homoclinic chaos to a weak dr
ing signal. Without noise, the model system exhibits a v
complicated and unusual response to the signal due
broad distribution of time scales; whereas in the presenc
a small noise, it obtains a dominant time scale and displa
resonance versus the frequency, as in usual phase-coh
oscillators.

Furthermore, the PS behavior is optimized at a cert
noise intensity as SR@15,17–19#. In the following, we study
in detail how this SR is affected by the noise intensityD.

VI. STOCHASTIC RESONANCE „SR…

First, we compute the dimensionless phase diffusionDu
as a function of the noise amplitudeD, namely,

Du5
1

2p f 0~D !

1

2

d

dt
@^u2~ t !&2^u~ t !&2#. ~11!

Du measures the spreading of an initial distribution of t
phase difference with the evolution of time. The degree
synchronization is higher for smallerDu ~phase is locked on
average forn52p/Du periods@19#!. In Fig. 10, bothDV
andDu are shown as functions ofD for A50.01 and various
relative initial frequency differencesDv. Stochastic reso-
nance of phase synchronization is indicated clearly by
minimum of Du at a certain noise intensity. Note that for

k

s

FIG. 9. Noise-enhanced PS: a comparison between the m
and the experimental systems.~a! Model, A50.01. ~b! Experiment:
signal amplitude 10 mV (A50.01); the noise amplitude denote
total noise measured in the feedback loop, andD57 mV corre-
sponds to the intrinsic noise. In both cases, the noise intensities
also indicated in % of the feedback signalx6.

FIG. 10. Relative frequency differenceDV ~a! and phase diffu-
sionDu ~b! as a function of the noise amplitudeD for various fixed
relative initial frequency differencesDv. A50.01.
0-6
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fixed Dv, the driving frequencyf e is changing withD, and
an enhanced response sensitivity relative to the average
ing frequency of the noisy system is a result of the noi
enhanced coherence of the time scales, as indicated by
sharpened distributionP(T) in Fig. 2~b!.

We now study how the response is affected byD for a
fixed signal periodTe . Here, in the unforced homoclini
chaotic lasers the average interspike intervalT0(D) de-
creases with increasingD, and SR similar to that in bistabl
or excitable systems can also be observed. We adopt
following measure of coherence as an appropriate indic
of stochastic resonance@21#:

I 5
Te

sT
E

(12a)Te

(11a)Te
P~T!dT, ~12!

wherea with 0,a,0.25 is a free parameter. This indicat
takes into account both the fraction of spikes with an inter
roughly equal to the forcing periodTe and the jitter between
spikes@21#. SR of the 1:1 response to the driving signal h
been demonstrated both in the model and in the experime
systems by the ratiôT& t /Te and I in Fig. 11. Again, the
behavior agrees well in both systems. ForTe,T0(0), there
exists a synchronization region where^T& t /Te'1. The noise
amplitude optimizing the coherenceI is smaller than that
induces coincidence ofT0(D) andTe @dashed lines in Figs
11~a! and 11~c!#. It turns out that maximalI occurs when the
dominant peak ofP(T) @Fig. 2~b!# is located atTe . For Te
.T0(0), noise may induce ann:1 response, where the las
producesn spikes per signal period. For example, atTe
50.6, a 2:1 response can be observed in the laser mo
which generates two spikes with alternate small and la
intervalsT1 and T2 satisfyingT11T25Te , as seen in Fig.
12. Then:1 response also exhibits a locking region and
with varying D. This kind of noise-induced synchronizatio
has not been reported in usual stochastic resonance sys

FIG. 11. Stochastic resonance for a fixed driving period. L
panel: model,A50.01,Te50.3 ms. Right panel: experiment, forc
ing amplitude 10 mV (A50.01) and periodTe51.12 ms; hereD is
the amplitude of the added external noise. Upper panel: no
induced coincidence of average time scales~dashed line,A50) and
the synchronization region. Lower panel: coherenceI of the laser
output.a50.1 in Eq.~12!.
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where at largeTe numerous firings occur randomly per sig
nal period and result in an exponential background inP(T)
of the forced system, while at smallTe a 1:n response may
occur, which means an aperiodic firing sequence with o
spike for n driving periods on average@15,20,21#. In both
cases, the sequences are irregular.

The main results in Secs. V and VI have been presen
recently @49#. Here a more quantitative examination of th
synchronization degree by phase diffusionDu ~Fig. 10!
shows that the enhanced synchronization and respons
weak signals are consequences of the enhanced coheren
time scales shown in Sec. III. The more systematic and
tensive investigation in this paper has revealed that the
cial sensitivity to noise along the weak unstable manifold
the saddle point acts as an unified mechanism for vari
nontrivial and constructive noise-induced phenomena in
general class of systems, which is quite different from tho
demonstrated previously in other systems.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that in homoclinic chaotic systems ch
acterized by a strong fluctuation of the interspike interva
small amount of noise makes the time scales more regu
due to reduced residence time in the weak unstable reg
Various constructive effects have been shown experiment
and demonstrated numerically as a consequence of
noise-induced change in the time scale. The system disp
coherence resonance without an external signal and
hanced phase synchronization, deterministic resonance,
stochastic resonance in response to a weak signal.

Note that the response of the homoclinic chaos to no
i.e., more regular spike intervals with a smaller mean val
is similar to the excitable systems where resonances w
respect to both the signal frequency and the noise inten
can also be observed@20,56#. However, a noise-induced
phase locking with respect to the signal frequency, especi
for the n:1 ratios, to our knowledge, has not been demo
strated in excitable systems for rather weak signal.
coupledexcitable elements, similar locking behavior occu
due to the interplay between the coupling and the no
induced excitations@57#.

The phenomena of coherence resonance, noise-ind

t

e-

FIG. 12. Noise-enhanced 2:1 response of the laser modeA
50.01,Te50.6. ~a! Laser outputx1 ~arbitrary units! at D50, ~b!
external signal, and~c! x1 at D50.004.
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synchronization, stochastic resonance and noise-enha
phase synchronization demonstrated in this laser system
been documented previously in the literature, but separa
in different systems with different mechanism for each p
nomenon. In the homoclinic chaotic system, this pecu
property of the sensitivity to noisy perturbation in the we
unstable manifold acts as the unified mechanism for vari
nontrivial phenomena in a single system.

These findings should have a strong impact in neu
science because a wide class of sensory neurons de
strates homoclinic chaotic spiking activity@45,53#. Coexist-
ence of conventional and stochastic resonances may
significant for information processing in biological system
insofar as noise enhances the sensitivity to both amplit
and frequency of the external signals.

It is important to emphasize that we have also shown
unbiased noise is sufficient to induce complete synchron
tion. Moreover, NIS is not necessarily associated with la
noise intensities, but in the case of homoclinic chaos it
ce

ev

s

s,
ce

.S

e

v
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be induced by weak noise that does not significantly alter
geometry of the dynamics. The contraction region associa
with the saddle point is crucial for NIS. This mechanism
synchronization due to significant contraction regions m
shed light in understanding of the population synchronizat
in ecology due to large-scale climate. The mechanism p
sented here may be important for the dynamics of neuron
one of the basic possibilities of interpretation of the expe
mental observation of the reliability and precision of spi
timing of neurons@35#. While it is not known whether the
neocortical neurons in Ref.@35# are deterministically chaotic
or not, our findings should stimulate further studies in th
direction.
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